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Data Charts Based on States’ Websites

About half of the states point users to Chronicling America to view the newspapers, and the other half provide access autonomously. Some link to additional digitized newspaper collections out of the scope of NDNP.

Users can search and browse newspapers through access points created on maps, calendars, lists of titles, locations, and subject terms.

NDNP Awardees are creating their own digital newspaper sites to provide free access to content digitized through NDNP and beyond.

We performed an environmental scan of 27 state newspaper websites. This is some of the data we collected.

This information could inform further research or offer inspiration to new NDNP awardees who will soon build their own state newspaper sites.

Most awardees’ sites offer NDNP content between 1836 and 1922. Many provide issues published after 1922. Some even include recent born-digital newspapers.